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INFORMATION

On May 30, 2001, information was presented to the Baltimore County Public Schools' Board of
Education regarding the purchase of Open Court Phonics Kits for grades 1 through 3 and
Houghton Mifflin's A Legacy ofLiteracy for grades 1 through 5 . Following the Superintendent's
approval of the reading series, teachers' editions for both sets of materials arrived in schools
prior to closing on June 15, 2001 . This provided teachers and administrators with an opportunity
to preview materials before the start of the 2001-2002 school year. Materials from both
programs began arriving in schools during the summer months . In addition to the original
purchase, the Departments of Elementary Programs and Federal and State Programs purchased
Open Court Phonics Kits for use in kindergarten . Materials for self-contained special education
classes were provided for students participating in diploma-bound programs .

The Open Court Phonics Kits now serve as the foundation for the BCPS Word Identification
Program, providing direct, explicit, and systematic phonics lessons and materials for students
and teachers in grades K-3 . Houghton Mifflin's A Legacy of Literacy assists teachers in
developing lessons that teach the comprehension skills and strategies outlined by the Maryland
State Department of Education's Maryland Learning Outcomes and Indicators for Reading in
grades 1-5 .

Training opportunities on the use ofthe series have been provided for many groups :
"

	

Administrative sessions included a presentation from the publishers, as well as a chance
to ask specific questions regarding implementing the series in their school settings .

Specific personnel from the Department of Elementary Programs have been assigned to
manage the implementation of the reading series materials in the Priority One, Two, and
Three schools within Baltimore County . All efforts to support schools are coordinated
with the Academic Intervention Team.



" Non-tenured teachers from 13-targeted "Step Ahead" schools (BCPS created program
using MSDE grant funds) received professional development on the newly purchased
reading series in July . In addition to the publishers' workshops, these teachers were
paired with BCPS master teachers to create lessons using the newly purchased materials .
The non-tenured teachers have also visited the master teachers since the beginning of the
2001-2002 school year to observe lessons using Open Court Phonics Kits and Houghton
Mifflin's A Legacy of Literacy, dialogue about these lessons, and plan other lessons
together .

" On August 28 and 29, 2001, classroom teachers, reading specialists, mentors, ESOL
teachers, special education teachers, and administrators attended system-wide
professional development sessions on the newly approved series . Thirty-six sessions were
held over a two-day period .

"

	

The initial training sessions for teachers and administrators have been followed-up with
visits to schools by the eight members of the Department of Elementary Programs,
Language Arts Office . Every Baltimore County elementary school will have the
opportunity to have an individual school visit .

	

The purpose of the visits is to answer
questions and dialogue with schools' staffs regarding the implementation of the series in
their classrooms, These visits began in September and are scheduled throughout the fall
months .

"

	

Collaborative planning will continue throughout the school year among the Department
of Elementary Programs, Office of Special Education, and Office of Gifted Education to
provide information to teachers about the appropriate use of the Open Court Phonics Kits
and Houghton Mifflin's A Legacy ofLiteracy materials as part of a quality language arts
program for all BOPS students .

" Based on questions gathered from the individual school visits and TABOO, the
Department of Elementary Programs, Office of Special Education, and Office of Gifted
Education created a document entitled, "Frequently Asked Questions and Responses."
This 13-page report assists administrators and teachers in answering specific questions to
facilitate implementing the newly purchased series in their school buildings .

"

	

Reading specialists and mentors attended an all day meeting to discuss the key concepts
in the "Frequently Asked Questions and Responses" document before returning to their
schools to conduct a faculty meeting to share the information. The "Frequently Asked
Questions and Responses" document was also presented to Executive Directors for
Schools, their assistants, and elementary principals .

" According to contracts with both publishers, educational consultants are available to
assist the Department of Elementary Programs and individual schools .

"

	

A presentation on reading instruction will be shared with parents at the BCPS PTA Fall
Workshop and Reception .



A year-long professional plan has been written and a sample of the future professional
development sessions planned include :

"

	

Sessions for teachers of self-contained special education programs will provide training
on the reading series and strategies for modifying and adapting the materials to meet the
strengths and needs ofthe students in their classrooms .

"

	

Reading specialists will attend training sessions by Open Court that will focus on refining
phonics lesson implementation .

"

	

Grade level sessions, focusing on the use of Open Court Phonics Kits and Houghton
Mifflin's A Legacy of Literacy, to assist in creating an effective instructional program
have been planned for the fall months .

"

	

School administrators will attend additional professional development sessions focusing
on the individual teaching components of Houghton Mifflin's A Legacy of Literacy and
how these components support MSDE Outcomes and Indicators for Reading .

" Personnel from the Department of Elementary Programs will present overviews of
BCPS's reading program and the newly purchased reading series at Area Educational
Advisory Council meetings .

Principals will be invited to send a representative teacher at each grade level to lesson
planning sessions on November 21, 2001 . These planning sessions will assist teachers in
planning lessons using Houghton Mifflin's A Legacy of Literacy to support MSDE
Outcomes and Indicators for Reading.

A training session for parents will be coordinated through the Area Educational Advisory
Councils and offered in each geographic area . The evening session will focus on
strategies parents can use at home to increase the reading skills of their children .

In addition to professional development sessions, the Department of Elementary Programs will :
"

	

Produce a week of sample lesson plans at each grade level .

	

These lessons will serve as
models for how to use the reading series to support daily reading instruction .

" Produce a Home/School Connection document . This document will provide teachers
with suggestions for how to use component parts of the series to encourage literacy
development at home.

Meet the additional needs of students, teachers, administrators, and parents as they arise .

Appendix I -

	

Frequently Asked Questions and Responses - Houghton Mifflin Reading : A
Legacy of Literacy and Open Court Phonics Kit

Appendix 11 - System-wide Plan for Professional Development - Language Arts
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1. What is the Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) Balanced Literacy Program?

The components of the BCPS Balanced Literacy Program are comprehension instruction ; word
identification/spelling instruction (primary) or word study/spelling instruction (intermediate); and
written language instruction . Each ofthese components should be included daily during the
language arts block .

For further clarification, view the two language arts videos delivered to every school and viewed
by staffs in June and August .

2 . How do teachers effectively use the Maryland Learning Outcomes and Indicators for
Reading to plan for reading instruction? How does Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy,
support the teaching of the Maryland Learning Outcomes and Indicators for Reading?

The Maryland Learning Outcomes and Indicators for Reading are the comprehension targets for
reading instruction . A Maryland Learning Outcome, an indicator, and a backmapped skill are
identified daily for instruction . The lesson objective and formative assessment are derived from
the MLO/Indicators or backmapped skill . Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, provides
materials, activities, and resources for teaching, practicing, and applying the skills and strategies
derived from the Maryland Learning Outcomes and Indicators .

3 . How does the grade level BackmappedMLO Document support effective planning and
instruction?

The BackmappedMLO Document is a resource guide . It contains a hierarchy of prerequisite skills
needed in order to achieve the indicators delineated in the Maryland Learning Outcomes and
Indicators for Reading . It is the teacher's responsibility to identify through assessment which
prerequisite skills must be taught in order to address the strengths and needs of the students .

In addition to the prerequisite skills, the BackmappedMLO Document includes suggestions for
teaching the indicators and backmapped skills using appropriate texts/selections . The
"Instructional Activities" column provides generic examples for teaching, practicing, and applying
the skills . The lesson plans in the BackmappedMLO Document include before reading, during
reading, and after reading activities and strategies, and provide models for teaching the indicators .

4 . When will schools receive the Maryland-specific Houghton Mifflin teacher's editions?

These teacher's editions have arrived in schools . They have been correlated to the Maryland
Content Standards Document . BCPS is working with Houghton Mifflin to provide an additional
correlation to the Maryland Learning Outcomes and Indicators for Reading . Information regarding
when schools will receive the MLOs/Indicators correlation will be forthcoming .
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S. What are the recommended time allotments for language arts instruction?

Students in grades 1-3 should receive a minimum of 21/2 hours of language arts instruction that
includes comprehension, word identification/spelling, and written language . Students in grades 4
and 5 should receive a minimum of2 hours of language arts instruction that includes
comprehension, word study/spelling, and written language .

6 .

	

What are the options for grouping students in Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy?

Grouping remains a school-based decision . The Office of Elementary Language Arts recommends
a maximum oftwo ability groups per classroom for language arts instruction.

7 . Which grade level(s) ofA Legacy of Literacy anthologies should be used in classrooms?

There are two options for determining which anthologies should be used in classrooms . A single
option does not have to apply to an entire school or an entire grade level . Teachers should consult
with their administrators to identify the appropriate option for their school, grade level, or
individual classroom .

Option 1 - Flexible Groups

Option 1 is most appropriate when the difference in reading levels in the classroom is one year or
less . During the language arts block, students work with the grade level Houghton Mifflin, A
Legacy ofLiteracy, text that corresponds to their grade placement, e.g ., fourth grade students use
the grade 4 anthology . The skills in the anthology selection are reinforced and applied with
selections from the anthology and/or the leveled books . Teachers using Option 1 may differentiate
with the leveled books that are most appropriate for their students .

Teachers may use the following model when implementing Option 1 :

BCPS Department ofElementary Programs 10102101
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Option I
Language Arts Block

Primary - Grades 1-3 (2% Hours) Intermediate - Grades 4 and 5 (2 Hours)
Comprehension This model provides for total group instruction followed by small group

Instruction instruction.

75 minutes - Primary Total group instruction :

60 minutes - Intermediate " A teacher-directed lesson focused on an MLO/Indicator for Reading is
taught to the entire class . The lesson concludes with an assessment
that assists the teacher in creating small groups for further instruction.

Small group instructional options :

" The teacher helps small groups of students apply the lesson skill(s)
and/or strategy to the text . Students may work independently or with
teacher support.

" The teacher guides students who need additional support before they
independently read an alternate leveled book.

" The teacher uses different leveled books to teach speck skills and
strategies to each group .

" The teacher groups students for reteaching and/or extension activities.
The teacher provides direct instruction to the total group when

Word appropriate, OR to one small group while the other small group is engaged
Identification/Spelling in independent application, practice, and reinforcement activities. The

or groups then alternate.
Word Study/Spelling Group A Group B

Instruction Teacher-directed instruction : Independent practice and
reinforcement ofword

45 minutes per day - approximately 20 minutes - Primary identification/spelling or word study/
Primary

approximately 10 minutes four times spelling skills, or continuation of
75 minutes per week - per week -Intermediate independent application ofskills

Intermediate from the comprehension lesson :

approximately 20 minutes - Primary

approximately 10 minutes four times
per week - Intermediate

Independent practice and Teacher-directed instruction :
reinforcement ofword
identification/spelling or word approximately 20 minutes - Primary
study/spelling skills, or continuation of approximately 10 minutes four timesindependent application of skills from

Per week - Intermediatethe comprehension lesson :

approximately 20 minutes - Primary

approximately 10 minutes four times
per week - Intermediate

Written Language The teacher uses a combination of whole group instruction, small group
Instruction instruction, and individual conferences based on the lesson objective and the

strengths and needs of the students .
30 minutes - Primary

45 minutes Intermediate
Please note : Sometimes the last component of the language arts block does not receive its full allotment of
time . Therefore, teachers should regularly alternate the components so that the same component is not
always last .



Oution 2 - Multiple Grade Level Texts

During the language arts block, there are two distinct reading groups using anthologies based on the
students' reading levels . Each reading group works with a different grade level or theme of
Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, and/or leveled books . Students receive instruction in word
identification/spelling or word study/spelling and comprehension in these separate groups .

Teachers may use the following model when implementing Option 2:

BOPS Department ofElementary Programs 10102101

Option 2
Language Arts Block

Primary - Grades 1-3 (2 1/2 Hours) Intermediate - Grades 4 and 5 (2 Hours)
The teacher provides direct instruction to one group while the other group is engaged in independent

application, practice, and reinforcement activities. The groups then alternate .
Group A Group B

Comprehension Teacher-directed instruction ofan Independent practice and
Instruction MLO/Indicator for Reading : reinforcement ofword

identification/spelling or word study/
75 minutes - Primary 35 minutes - Primary spelling skills :

60 minutes - Intermediate 30 minutes - Intermediate 35 minutes - Primary

30 minutes - Intermediate
Independent application from previous Teacher-directed instruction ofan
teacher-directed lesson (e.g ., MLO/Indicator for Reading :
independent reading, completion of
formative assessment) : 35 minutes - Primary

35 minutes - Primary 30 minutes - Intermediate

30 minutes - Intermediate
Word Teacher- directed instruction : Independent application from previous

Identification/Spelling teacher-directed lesson (e.g .,
or approximately 20 minutes - Primary independent reading, completion of

Word Study/Spelling approximately 10 minutes four times formative assessment) :
Instruction per week - Intermediate approximately 20 minutes - Primary

45 minutes - Primary approximately 10 minutes four times
75 minutes per week - per week - Intermediate

Intermediate Independent practice and Teacher-directed instruction :
reinforcement of word identification/
spelling or word study/spelling skill : approximately 20 minutes - Primary

approximately 20 minutes - Primary approximately 10 minutes four times
per week - Intermediate

approximately 10 minutes four times
per week - Intermediate

Written Language The teacher uses a combination oftotal group instruction, small group instruction,
Instruction and individual conferences based on the lesson objective and the strengths and

needs of the students
30 minutes - Primary

45 minutes - Intermediate
Please note :

" With Option 2, either the anthology or the leveled books may be used for instruction .
" Sometimes the last component ofthe language arts block does not receive its full allotment of time .

Therefore, teachers should regularly alternate the components so that the same component is not
always last .



8.

	

Do I have to teach every page in the Houghton Mifflin reading series?

Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, supports the teaching ofthe Maryland Learning Outcomes
and Indicators for Reading . Because A Legacy ofLiteracy is only one source for instructional
materials, it is not necessary to teach every page in the series . Therefore, teachers will step out of
the series in order to teach additional expository texts (e.g ., health textbooks, social studies
textbooks, Images, Discovery World, Timefor Kids, and Scholastic News) and reading to perform a
task texts (e.g ., science investigations) .

When teachers return to the Houghton Mifflin series, they may either resume teaching at the point
at which they stopped or they may skip selections based on the students' rate ofreading progress
and their performance relative to the selections that support the teaching ofthe MLOs/Indicators .
Due to the readability of the anthology selections and the leveled books, teachers should not
move out of sequence from theme to theme, e.g ., do not teach a selection in theme 4, then a
selection in theme b, and then a selection in theme 2 . At times, teachers may deem it appropriate to
skip anthology selections and use the leveled books for skill development and reinforcement based
on the needs of the students and their mastery ofthe MLOs/Indicators .

A Legacy ofLiteracy contains numerous lessons and activities in each 5-day planner . Teachers
are not expected to use every lesson, activity, or resource cited. Teachers should select the
lessons, activities, and resources that match the strengths and needs oftheir students in order to
attain the lesson objective based on the MLO/Indicator.

9 . Should the Houghton Mifflin 5-day planner be completed in a week?

The 5-day planner is merely a guide for pacing . Pacing suggestions for each theme are located on
the "Theme at a Glance" pages in the Houghton Mifflin series . Teachers should base their lessons
on these suggestions, the MLOs/Indicators, and the strengths and needs of the students .

10. How should teachers use the revised literature units for grades 4 and 5?

The Department ofElementary Programs recommends that fourth and fifth grade teachers teach
Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, in sequence as much as possible because the skills and
strategies are developed sequentially . Some grade 4 revised literature units utilize Houghton
Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, Level 4, selections, and all grade 5 revised literature units
incorporate selections from Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, Level 5 .

Students who are reading below grade level may have difficulty reading the selections in the grades
4 and 5 revised literature units . These units will be revised again in the future to meet the needs of
below average readers . Consider the following options :

"

	

Students who are unable to read the selections in the revised literature units should not receive
instruction using these units . Instead, teachers should use the appropriate grade level Houghton
Mifflin anthology to plan instruction that addresses the MLOs/Indicators covered in these units .

"

	

Students who are unable to read the selections in the revised literature units may continue to
use alternate below grade level materials already in schools .
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11. Are first, second, and third grade teachers required to teach the current literature units?

The literature units for grades 1, 2, and 3 have not been revised and aligned with the Maryland
Learning Outcome for Reading for Literary Experience . Therefore, teachers are not required to
teach the literature units for grades 1, 2, and 3 during the 2001-2002 school year . However,
teachers may elect to teach existing literature units, providing they create lessons that are aligned
with MLO/Indicators for Reading for Literary Experience .

12 . Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, contains a read aloud component at the beginning of
each theme. How should the read aloud selection be used in a lesson?

The purpose ofthe read aloud component is to enable teachers to provide background information,
extend language skills, model strategies, encourage meaningful discussions, and help students
respond effectively to what they read .

MSPAP now includes activities in which the teacher reads aloud to the students who then complete
activities related to the orally read selection . Teachers should read aloud to their students to help
them acquire effective listening comprehension skills, and to prepare them to make meaning from
selections that are read to them . Teachers may provide copies ofthe text so students may follow
along while listening.

Teachers may choose whether or not to use a particular Houghton Mifflin read aloud component
based on-

"

	

the background knowledge it provides .
"

	

how effectively it supports the attainment of the MLOs/Indicators.
"

	

the modeling opportunities it provides for the teaching of reading strategies .

Teachers may use the Houghton Mifflin read aloud component at times other than the language arts
block, e.g ., arrival time, dismissal time, before lunch, or after lunch .

13 . Which Houghton Mifflin assessments should teachers use?

BCPS has purchased the Houghton Mifflin Integrated Theme Tests that are similar to the MSPAP
format, and the Houghton Mifflin Integrated Skills Tests that are similar to the CTBS format .
Individual schools will determine the use ofIntegrated Thence Tests and IntegratedSkills Tests .
These assessment materials may be used for placement, for instruction, or as pretests and posttests .
Additional Houghton Mifflin assessment materials may be reviewed by individual schools and
purchased through a Houghton Mifflin representative .

14 . What reading materials should be used with students participating in GT Education?

When working with students in GT Education Reading, consider the following :

"

	

Continue to use the GT Education novels (Literary Favorites), GT Education units, and GT
Education modules as in the past . Refer to the GT Education Backmapping Documentfor
Literacy Experience for alignment with the Maryland Learning Outcomes for Reading .

"

	

Adjust the pacing of Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, and select appropriate above
grade level components (Challenge Readers) for identified students in grades 1-5 . One set
of Grade f anthologies is available in each school .
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"

	

Use the grade level Houghton Mifflin anthologies when the selections support the GT
Education curriculum or the grade level GT Education literature units .

"

	

Provide opportunities for extension of students' vocabulary skills
"

	

Use expository text, e.g ., periodicals, Images, and content area textbooks, with students in
GT Education programs to address the Maryland Learning Outcomes and Indicators for
Reading for Information and Reading to Perform a Task .

"

	

Students in GT Education Reading should be grouped following Option 2 outlined in the
response to question 7.

The Department ofElementary Programs and the Office of Gifted Education continue to
collaborate on instructional information and resources that will be useful to teachers in meeting the
needs ofstudents .

15. Are the Open Court and Houghton Mifflin materials appropriate for students with
disabilities who are in self-contained classrooms?

Teachers should use the Open Court Phonics Kits and Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy,
with all diploma-bound special education students to support instruction in the MLOs/Indicators
for Reading . Teachers should follow the IMAP Outcomes/Indicators and use the IMAP Guide as
their primary resource for non diploma-bound students .

The Department ofElementary Programs and the Office of Special Education continue to
collaborate on instructional information and resources that will be useful to teachers in meeting the
needs of students .

16. How do I determine which grade level instructional materials to use with students receiving
special education services?

Instructional decisions should be based on individual students' needs and IEP goals . It is
recommended that teachers of self-contained classes for diploma-bound students refer to the
suggestions for structuring the language arts block outlined in the response to question 7. In
addition, the following suggestions should help teachers select materials at an appropriate grade
level :

Primary Grades - Word Identification
All students begin on Open Court Level One Phonics Kit . It is important that teachers follow the
Open Court sequence when introducing sound/symbol associations . They may use Project Read,
Wilson Reading System, and other appropriate strategies to support this instructional sequence .

Primary Grades - Comprehension
Students in the primary grades who are reading below grade level should use the Houghton Mifflin
anthology that is one grade level below their grade placement, and the leveled books that meet the
needs of students reading as much as two years below a designated grade level . For example, a
second grader would use the first grade anthology and its leveled books .

Intermediate Grades - Word Identification
Teachers should assess students' ability to decode and encode the phonetic elements in the Open
Court program to determine which level is appropriate . Teachers may use the Open Court
Decodable Books to assess students' reading fluency . Teachers may also use existing word
identification inventories, and consult with reading specialists concerning other options .
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Intermediate Grades - Comprehension
Students in the intermediate grades who are reading significantly below grade level should use the
Houghton Mifflin anthology that are one to two grade levels below their grade placement, and the
leveled books that meet the needs of students reading as much as two years below a designated
grade level .

17. How can the Houghton Mifflin support materials help teachers meet the needs of students
with disabilities?

The Houghton Mifflin Extra Support Manual will be especially helpful to teachers when planning
instruction for students with disabilities . This resource contains suggestions for pre-teaching and
re-teaching that support the lessons in the anthologies . Teachers may choose to use a
Pre-Teach/Teach/Re-Teach format for instruction . There are additional re-teaching suggestions in
the back of the Houghton Mifflin teacher's guide, as well as extra supports for inclusion students
and English language learners throughout the guides .

18 . How should writing be incorporated into the language arts block?

Writing will occur at two different times during the language arts block : during the written
language component and during the comprehension component .

The written language component ofthe language arts block is unchanged . As in previous years,
the scope of written language instruction should include the structure and mechanics oflanguage,
as well as limited and extended writing opportunities . Teachers should continue to refer to the
BCPS Writing Resource Guide, K-5 for assistance in teaching and assessing writing, and in
planning the core compositions for their grade level(s) . Teachers may continue to use materials
already in schools that support the three purposes for writing . In addition, teachers may use A
Legacy ofLiteracy's written language components that address the three purposes for writing .

During the reading comprehension component of the language arts block, students should
provide written responses to stance prompts/questions and for other comprehension activities . On
MSPAP, comprehension is assessed through students' written responses . Therefore, students
should demonstrate their reading comprehension by completing the formative assessment for each
reading lesson .

19 . When teachers step out of the Houghton Mifflin reading series, how should they plan written
language instruction?

Teachers should refer to the BCPS Writing Resource Guide, K-5 to support their written language
instruction. Teachers may use the corresponding Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, written
language components if they skip a selection . Teachers may continue to use existing language
resources .

20. How does the use of Open Court Phonics Kits support the BCPS Balanced Literacy Program?

The Open Court Phonics Kits serve as the foundation for the BCPS Word Identification Program .
They provide the lessons and materials necessary to implement an effective word identification
program . The sound/spelling cards will serve as the visual and auditory cues for all students . The
use of Open Court Phonics Kits in grades K, 1, 2, and 3 will provide consistency for students
across classes, grades, and schools .
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21. An Open Court representative explained that the Oral Fluency Assessments were created for
running records. Do teachers need to use all of the Oral Fluency Assessments?

The Oral Fluency Assessments were created by Open Court to provide teachers with texts
matching the Open Court Decodable Books and with record sheets for use when administering
running records. These assessments are intended to provide teachers with a resource that facilitates
the implementation and accessibility of running records . The Department ofElementary Programs
is not mandating the use of the Oral Fluency Assessments . These assessments are optional for use
as running records in grades 1-3, and may be used with students identified by the teacher. The Oral
Fluency Assessments may be used as formative assessments, for they provide an outstanding
means of assessing the strengths and needs of individual readers .

22 . Will the Word Identification Sequence ofSkills Checklists be revised?

The Department of Elementary Programs is currently revising the WordIdentification Sequence of
Skills Checklists . Until the revision is completed, teachers should continue using the Word
Identification Sequence ofSkills Checklists to track students' progress, and should view the skills
as being taught on a continuum . Teachers should staple the grades 1, 2, and 3 checklists together
for each student . If a skill on the WordIdentification Sequence ofSkills Checklist is not applicable
to a particular grade level due to the sequence of instruction or a difference in terminology in the
Open Court phonics program, the teacher should record NA in the appropriate space on the
checklist .

23 . Many schools have been implementing the 4-Block Model of Instruction . How does the
4-Block Model work with the Houghton Mifflin Reading and Open Court Phonics programs?

The 4-Block Model ofInstruction, i .e ., phonics/spelling, shared reading and guided reading
(comprehension instruction), and written language, works effectively with these reading programs .
Teachers should use the Open Court phonics program in grades 1-3 for phonics instruction, and
Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy, for comprehension instruction (shared reading and guided
reading) and written language instruction . It is important to remember that teachers using a shared
reading model must also provide guided reading with leveled books, and instruction on students'
reading levels .

24 . How does Houghton Mifflin support the Fountas and Pinnell model of Guided Reading
currently being implemented in many schools?

A Legacy ofLiteracy provides many leveled books for use with guided reading groups . These
books (Theme Paperbacks, Reader's Library, and Little Readers) have been leveled using Fountas
and Pinnell's leveling system . Lesson plans for these readers are included in the teacher's editions .

25 . Should first graders be given spelling assessments?

The process of transferring phonics and sight words into written language is part of the instruction
provided through Open Court's dictation activities which serve as spelling assessments .

26 . What spelling lists should be used?

	

Should the Gentry Spelling Test still be used?

In all grades, spelling instruction should parallel the phonics or structural analysis skills being
taught during reading . In grades 1, 2 and 3, spelling instruction and lists should parallel the
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phonics skills being taught in the Open Court Phonics Kits or the structural analysis skills being
taught in Houghton Mifflin, A Legacy ofLiteracy. Teachers may formulate spelling lists by using
the spelling suggestions in the Word Identification Correlation Charts (located in the back of the
grade level Backmapped MLO Document), the words listed for Open Court's blending or dictation
activities, or A Legacy ofLiteracy's spelling planner . Teachers may continue to use Scholastic
Spellers ifthe word lists are matched to the Open Court sequence of instruction for phonics or the
structural analysis skills being taught during reading . High frequency words (approximately 2-5
depending on the students' ability levels) that match the needs ofthe students should be added to
each list .

In grades 4 and 5, spelling should parallel the word study skills being taught during reading.
Students who have successfully transferred these skills into their daily writing should receive
spelling lists that parallel the structural analysis skills being taught during the word study
component ofthe language arts block . A Legacy ofLiteracy's 5-day lesson planner for spelling
may be used for spelling instruction . Teachers may continue to use Scholastic Spellers if the word
lists are matched to the phonics or structural analysis skills . High frequency words (approximately
2-5 depending on the students' ability levels) that match the needs ofthe students should be added
to each list .

Teachers may use the Gentry Spelling Test, located in BCPS Spelling Program Guide, to establish
a baseline .

27 . Are we still using Zaner-Bloser Simplified for handwriting?

Teachers should continue to use Zaner-Bloser Simplified for handwriting instruction . There are
two options for the placement ofhandwriting instruction :

"

	

Teachers may teach handwriting during phonics instruction, and introduce letter formations
while the letter sounds are being introduced .

"

	

Teachers may teach handwriting during a separate block of time, and follow the sequence
of strokes .

28 . How should teachers implement the genre studies or focus studies in A Legacy ofLiteracy?

In grades 1-3, the genre studies or focus studies in the grade level A Legacy ofLiteracy anthologies
are the only "units" that may be taught at anytime during the school year. In grades 4 and 5, some
genre studies and focus studies in the grade level anthologies are utilized in the revised literature
units and should be taught in conjunction with these units .

29. When will teachers receive the Lexia Phonics CD?

The Lexia Phonics CD has been backordered, and will arrive in the schools as soon as it is
available .

30. How were reading materials initially ordered for each school?

The reading series was purchased for students in grades 1-5 through a one-time-only allotment
requested by BCPS through the budget process . The amount ofmoney for this textbook purchase
was determined by aligning the budget to the number of students in the system . Materials were
ordered based on the spring 2001 projected student enrollment . This order included teacher's
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editions for classroom teachers, as well as a few additional administrative copies for use within
each school .

Materials were distributed for use with students in grades 1-5 and in diploma-bound special
education programs .

Open Court Kindergarten Phonics Kits were purchased through the Department of Elementary
Programs and the Department of Federal and State Programs .

31 . Were teacher's editions for Houghton Mifflin purchased for anyone other than classroom
teachers?

Funding provided teacher's editions for every classroom teacher, and a few additional
administrative copies for schools .

If additional copies of teacher's editions are needed, they will need to be purchased by schools.

32 . Why were only eight leveled books purchased for each set of anthology readers?

The leveled books were designed and purchased as school-wide materials versus individual
classroom materials . These materials should be placed in a central location for teacher access . If
students are grouped by ability levels, entire grade levels should not need the leveled books at the
same time . The leveled books should be used quickly with students and then promptly returned for
other teachers to use .

33. Does the Department of Elementary Programs have additional materials far distribution?

The distribution of special education materials has been completed . These materials should be in
schools . The remaining materials in the BCPS Distribution Center are Houghton Mifflin student
anthologies and practice books for grades 1-5 . Contact Jean McClary j(mcclary@bcps.org) if
you need additional student anthologies and/or practice books .

34 . When and how should administrators contact the publishers of the new reading program?

Administrators should contact the publisher about a mistake, e.g ., missing copies of materials, asfollows

	

Houghton Mifflin - Joan Andreassen at 1-800-733-2828 (press 6, extension 5825)
"

	

Open Court - 1-888-772-4543

35. How can administrators order additional materials not provided by the central textbook
allotment?

Administrators should contact the following sales representatives to order additional material's :

"

	

Houghton Mifflin - Joe Nichols at 1-410-667-0160
"

	

Old Court - Rita Gribbell at 410-994-0221
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System Key Strategies : Strategies 1, 2, 3, and 4

Systemwide Plan for Professional Development
Language Arts

System Priorities : To improve student achievement in the core subjects with an emphasis on language arts, mathematics, social
studies, and science .

	

To increase the number of students performing at or above grade level .

Appendix II

Systemic Professional Development Objective : To plan, coordinate, monitor, and evaluate professional development programs for
teachers and administrators in all content areas to improve instructional practices .

Evaluation : An ongoing evaluation plan will include : 1) surveys to assess participants' needs and satisfaction with program; 2)
questionnaires to assess participants' ability to transfer learning ; and 3) data reports aligned with appropriate indicators ofprogress .

Required Activities Person(s) Timeline Alignment to Intended Budget Source Specific Dates Location
Optional Responsible Indicators of Audience for Activities

Progress
Required Revise and Align Alison Summer Strategies Curriculum Curriculum 615-20101 Pine Grove

Literature Units - Donlon Curr. #1,2,3,4,6 Workshop Workshops Middle
Grades 4-5 Wksp. Indicators Committee

2 wks #2,3,5
Required Staff Development Alison 8 sessions Strategies Teachers BCPS 8128-8129/01 Schools in all

to Present Revised Donlon #1,2,3,4,6 Grades five areas
Literature Units Indicators 4 & 5

92,3,5
Required Completion of Alison I week Strategies Curriculum Curriculum 6/18- Pine Grove

MLO Backmapped Donlon #1,2,3,4,6 Workshop Workshops 6122/01 Middle
Document - Indicators Committee
Readingfar #2,3,5
Literary
Experience



Required Activities Person(s) Timeline Alignment to Intended Budget Source Specific Dates Location
Optional Responsible Indicators of Audience for Activities

Progress
Required Completion of Alison 2 weeks Strategies Curriculum Curriculum 7/9-20/2041 Pine Grove

MLO Backmapped Donlon #1,2,3,4,6 Workshop Workshops Middle
Document - Indicators Committee
Readingfor #2,3,4
Information

Required Completion of Alison 2 weeks Strategies Curriculum Curriculum 7/9- 7/20/01 Pine Grove
MLO Backmapped Donlon #1,2,3,4,6 Workshop Workshops Middle
Document - Indicators Committee
Reading to #2,3,5
Perform a Task

Required Introduction of Jane 3 sessions Strategies Principals Included in 7125/01 Cockeysville
Reading Series for Lichter #1,2,3,4,6 Asst . purchase of 8/13/01 Middle,
School-Based Indicators Principals new materials 9/17/01 Perry Hall
Administrators 92,3, 5 Middle

Optional Step Ahead Jane 1 week Strategies Adminis- MSDE 8/6-9/01 Pine Grove
Program Training Lichter, #1,2,3,4,6 trators and Goals 2000 Middle
for Priority Two Tony Indicators Untenured Grant,
Schools Annello #2,3,5 Teachers in Reading

Priority 2 Excellence
Schools and Act Grant
REA (REA)
Schools

Required Countywide Staff Alison 2 days Strategies Teachers Elementary 8/28, 8/29/01 In every
Development of Donlon, Staff #1,2,3,4,6 Grades 1-5 Programs elementary
Backmapped Jane Develop- Indicators school
Documents Lichter ment #2,3,5

Video



Required Activities Person(s) Timeline Alignment to Intended Budget Source Specific Dates Location
Optional Responsible Indicators of Audience for Activities

Progress
Required BCPS New Alison 2 days Strategies New BCPS Elementary 8114, 8116101 Pine Grove

Teacher Induction Donlon #1,2,3,4,6 Teachers Programs Middle &
(Language Arts Indicators High
Focus #2,3,5

Required Countywide Staff Jane 36 Strategies Teachers Included in 8128-29101 Schools in all
Development of Lichter sessions #1,2,3,4,6 Grades 1-5 purchase of five areas
the Newly Indicators new materials
Approved Reading #2,3,5
Series (initial
introduction)

Required Intensive Staff Alison 9 days Strategies Reading Eisenhower 1014, 10123, Perry Hall
Development of Donlon #1,2,3,4,6 Specialists, Grant, 1115, Middle,
Reading Indicators Mentors Elementary 12114101 Cockeysville
Specialists and #2,3,5 Programs, 1/17,2/5, Middle,
Elementary Professional 3/13,4/15, Towson
Mentors on the Development 5120102 Sheraton
Newly Approved
Reading Series

Required Training for Alison 10 days Strategies Language Elementary Weeks of ESS
Language Arts Donlon, #1,2,3,4,6 Arts Programs 10115, 11112,
Resource Teachers Jane Indicators Resource 12117, 1/7,

Lichter, #2,3,5 Teachers 2/19,3/21,
Rose 3/27,4/8,
McCauley, 5113
Tony
Annello



Required Activities Person(s) Timeline Alignment to Intended Budget Source Specific Dates Location
Optional Responsible Indicators of Audience for Activities

Progress
Required "Frequently Asked Jane September Strategies All 106 Elementary 10/17/01 At all 106

Questions and Lichter and #1,2,3,4,6 elementary Programs Principals' elementary
Responses" for October Indicators schools' Meeting schools
Implementation of #2,3,5 faculties
New Reading 9/01 and
Series 10/01

School Visits
Required Overview of Alison Fall, 2001 Strategies Executive Elementary 10/16/01 Building C

Reading Series for Donlon, #1,2,3,4,6 Directors Programs
Executive Jane Indicators and
Directors and Lichter #2,3,5 Assistants
Assistants

Optional Overview of Alison Fall, 2001 Strategies Parents Elementary 10/25/01 Cockeysville
Reading Series for Donlon #1,2,3,4,7 Programs Middle
PTA Advisory Indicators School
Council's Fall #2,3,5,14
Workshop

Required Language Arts Alison Fall & Strategies Principals Elementary 10/30/01 TBA
Update for Donlon, Spring #1,2,3,4,6 and Programs 11/1/01
Principals and Jane Indicators Assistant 11/2/01
Asst . Principals Lichter #2,3,5 Principals 2/02

Required Grade Level Rose Fall, 2001 Strategies Classroom Elementary 11/28/01 TBA
Planning for use of McCauley #1,2,3,4,6 Reduction Programs
Reading Series - Indicators Teachers
Classroom #2,3,5
Reduction
Teachers



Required Activities Person(s) Tinneline Alignment to Intended Budget Source Specific Dates Location
Optional Responsible Indicators of Audience for Activities

Progress
Required "CTBS : Strategies Tony 1 day Strategies Priority Elementary 11120101 Perry Hall

for Improving Annello #1,2,3,4,6 1, 2, 3 Programs Middle
Student Indicators Schools'
Achievement in #2,3,5 Faculty and
Reading and Elementary
Math" Programs'

Staff
Required Planning Language Alison 10 Strategies Teachers Elementary 11121101 Sheppard

Arts Instruction Donlon, sessions #1,2,3,4,6 Grades 1-5 Programs Pratt
Using Houghton Jane Indicators
Mifflin and the Lichter #2,3,5
MLOs

Required Individual ,School- Alison Ongoing Strategies BCPS Elementary 2001102 All BCPS
Based Staff Donlon, 2001102 #1,2,3,4,6 Elementary Programs elementary
Development of Jane Indicators Teachers schools
the Reading Series Lichter #2,3,5

Required Priority focus on Alison Ongoing Strategies Priority 1, 2, Elementary Weekly Priority 1, 2,
Level One, Two, Donlon 2001102 #1,2,3,4,6 and 3 Programs 2001102 3 Schools
and Three Indicators Teachers
Elementary #2,3,5 and Admin-
Schools istrators

Required Service to Priority Alison Ongoing Strategies Priority 4 Elementary One visit to Schools and
Four Elementary Donlon 2001102 #1,2,3,4,6 Teachers Programs every school ; cluster sites
Schools Indicators and Admin- individual throughout

#2,3,5 istrators and cluster the county
service as
available



Required Activities Person(s) Timeline Alignment to Intended Budget Source Specific Dates Location
Optional Responsible Indicators of Audience for Activities

Progress
Optional Parent Meeting In Alison 11101- Strategies BCPS Elementary In the Meeting sites

Each Geographic Donlon, 3102 #1,2,3,4,6,7 Parents, Programs process of in all five
Area Organized Jane Indicators Grand- making final areas ofBC
Through PTA Lichter #2,3,5,14 parents, and arrangements
Council family

members
Required Align Word Alison By 6102 Strategies Language Elementary By 6102 ESS

Identification Donlon, #1,2,3,4,6 Arts Programs
Checklist to Jane Indicators Team
MSDE Standards, Lichter #2,3,5
CTBS, Scope and
Sequence in
Approved Reading
Series

Required Word Alison By 6102 Strategies Teachers Elementary By 6102 Sent for
Identification Donlon, #1,2,3, PreK- Programs Summer
Checklist to PreK- Jane Indicators Grade 3 Review
5 teachers Lichter #2,3,5

Required MSDE Approved Alison Ongoing Strategies BCPS Dept . of 9/01-8/02 BCPS
Language Arts Donlon 2001102 #1,2,3,4,6 Teachers Professional Sites
Inservice Courses Indicators Development

#2,3,5
Required Develop Alison Spring, Strategies Language Elementary Spring, `02 ESS

"Language Donlon 2002 #1,2,3,4,6 Arts Programs
Acquisition Indicators Resource
Course" following #2,3,5 Teachers
MSDE Guidelines



Required Activities Person(s) Timeline Alignment to Intended Budget Source Specific Dates Location
Optional Responsible Indicators of Audience for Activities

Progress
Required Training for Junior Alison TBA Strategies BCPS Included in TBA TBA

Great Books Donlon #1,2,3,4,6 Classroom the purchase
Indicators Teachers of materials
#2,3,5


